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Our Price $14,995
Retail Value $16,995

Specifications:

Year:  2019  

VIN:  3N1AB7AP4KY244488  

Make:  Nissan  

Stock:  R021374A  

Model/Trim:  Sentra S  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Sedan  

Exterior:  Brilliant Silver Metallic  

Interior:  Charcoal  

Mileage:  65,165  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive

Step into the world of sophistication and reliability with the stunning
2019 Nissan Sentra S, finished in a sleek silver that exudes elegance
and class. This vehicle isn't just a mode of transportation; it's a
statement of style and a testament to Nissan's commitment to
excellence.

Under the hood lies a robust and efficient engine, ready to deliver the
performance you need with the fuel economy you desire. It's the perfect
balance of power and efficiency, ensuring that every drive is as thrilling
as it is sensible. Whether you're commuting to work or embarking on a
weekend adventure, the Sentra S has you covered.

As you approach this dazzling sedan, you'll be greeted by the gleaming
body-color front bumper and mirror color, seamlessly blending with the
silver exterior for a harmonious and modern look. The chrome door
handles add a touch of sophistication, hinting at the luxury that awaits
within. The daytime running lights ensure you're seen and safe, no
matter the time of day, while the tire pressure monitoring system keeps
you informed and in control.

Step inside, and you'll find yourself enveloped in a cabin designed for
comfort and convenience. The power windows with safety reverse offer
peace of mind and ease of use, ensuring that every passenger's
experience is a secure and enjoyable one. The variable intermittent
front wipers adapt to the weather, providing clear visibility in any
condition.

Connectivity is at your fingertips with the Sentra S's suite of
technological features. Make calls, send messages, and follow
navigation with ease, thanks to the hands-free phone capability, voice-
operated electronic messaging assistance, and satellite
communications with voice-guided directions. The 7-inch infotainment
screen is your portal to a world of entertainment and information,
keeping you engaged and informed on every journey.
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keeping you engaged and informed on every journey.

Music lovers will revel in the audio experience provided by the speed-
sensitive volume control and radio data system. Your favorite tunes will
sound better than ever, automatically adjusting the volume to match the
speed of your vehicle, ensuring a perfect listening environment at all
times.

The Sentra S doesn't just take you from point A to point B; it ensures
that every trip is a pleasure. The steel spare wheel is your backup plan,
tucked away yet always ready to get you back on the road with minimal
fuss. And with the Bluetooth wireless data link, you can stream music,
access your contacts, and stay connected without ever taking your
hands off the wheel.

In summary, the 2019 Nissan Sentra S is a masterpiece of automotive
engineering, blending style, comfort, and technology into a package
that's hard to resist. It's a vehicle that commands attention and respect,
a dependable companion that's ready to take on the challenges of the
road. Don't miss your chance to own a piece of Nissan's legacy. Come
see for yourself why the Sentra S is the smart choice for drivers who
demand the best. Your journey awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

Snapshot

2019 NISSAN SENTRA S

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

4 Service history
records

At least 1 open
recall

3 Previous owners

Types of owners: Corporate, Lease,
Personal

65,165 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Cargo area light - Power outlet(s): two 12V 

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock 

- Digital odometer - External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench

Exterior

- Door handle color: chrome - Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color 

- Daytime running lights  - Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows: safety reverse  

- Window defogger: rear
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